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Background Information   
Note: Email is the official means of communication at MSU. The instructor will communicate with you before and after the program 
using email and the D2L system. You are responsible for following this correspondence and reading the information provided. 

Contact Information 

Luke Reese 
103C Farrall Hall 
reesel@msu.edu  
p. 517-353-3258 
c. 517-881-4219 

James (Jim) M. Lucas 
181 Ernst Bessey Hall 
lucasjam@msu.edu 
p. 517-355-0171 
c. 517-449-2570 

Dana Kirk 
208 Farrall Hall 
kirkdana@msu.edu 
p. 517-432-6530 
c. 517-281-5681 
 

Course Resources 

All academic resources (i.e., videos and readings) for this course are provided online in D2L. 

Learning Outcomes and Themes 

After the program, students will be able to:  
 

1. Analyze science and social sciences perspectives on sustainability problems, specifically as related to food, water, and 
energy; 

2. Apply critical, creative, and reflective thinking skills to effectively respond to sustainability problems; 
3. Interact with cultural differences and consider issues from diverse perspectives;  
4. Identify issues of socio-economic equity and how these issues intersect with environmental and economic concerns; 
5. Challenge and appreciate their culture and experiences and how these areas influence their worldviews; and 
6. Generate unique ideas and recommendations that address an Australian sustainability issue using primary data collected 

while abroad. 

 
Assignments and Points 
Students can read specific guidelines for all assignments on the homework sheet guidelines and rubrics. For information about 
submitting and formatting your work, please see subsequent sections below. 
 

 
• Pre-departure work (150 points, 15%) -- This work includes development of your pre-departure blog/research topic, 

attendance at orientation sessions, and completion of forms, surveys, and paperwork as directed by the faculty 
members. All pre-departure work must be completed by May 12, 2019. 

 
• In-country work (700 points, 70%) – This work includes your participation and engagement (measured by 3 engagement 

forms (3@50 points each – 1 take home), updating the blog and day leadership (2@50 points each), the completion of 
essay exams (3 @150 points each – 1 take home). 

 
• Re-entry work (150 points, 15%) – This work includes the completion of your final research or creative project and 

updating your topic blog upon return (125 points) and submission of the final survey (25 points). All work must be 
submitted by August 8, 2019. 

 

Expectations and Evaluation 
The instructor expects students to think critically and analytically about the course content. Assignments should not simply restate 
what students experienced, read, or heard during the day; student work should analyze, compare and contrast, evaluate, and 
critique using multiple sources that include discussion, readings, and field experiences. Papers/essays that are critical move beyond 
summary and answering questions such as who, what, where, and when. They focus more on the why and how of complex issues 
and offer new ideas, insights, or recommendations. 
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In a scholarly-setting, the more evidence you have and the more “valid” these sources are, the better your paper will be evaluated. 
Some important factors for you to consider in terms of developing a scholarly response: 

• Including your personal opinion and observation is valid, if done in the context of other evidence. You cannot base your 
argument upon only personal experience or opinion. 

• Scholarly articles, books, and government reports are the best sources. Popular media, such as reputable magazines 
and news sites are acceptable at the undergraduate level, and depending on the context, sometimes you might use 
information from professional organizations. Websites, blogs, and wikis are not considered valid sources and should be 
used with caution. 

• Direct quotes are used sparingly. You should only directly quote something if you cannot say it better yourself. If you 
can simplify, shorten, or restate, then paraphrase the quote and cite it instead of quoting it. 

Grading Scale 
Students will receive a numeric grade according to the point scale below. Instructors will update grades via D2L. Grades are 
completed at the end of the program, with official final grades posted at the end of semester when the course officially ends (see 
the Schedule of Courses web site for more information). Extensions are possible if students request one prior to the due date. 
 

Grade* 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 
0.0 

Points 
940 – 1,000 

885 – 939 
835 – 884 
785 – 834 
735 – 784 
685 – 734 
635 – 684 
under 634 

Percentage 
94 – 100% 

88.5 – 93.9% 
83.5 – 88.4% 
78.5 – 83.4% 
73.5 – 78.4% 
68.5 – 73.4% 
63.5 – 68.4% 
under 63.4% 

*Instructors may round grades up at their discretion if they are within 5 points of a higher grade. 
 

Course Schedule 
March 1 Program Deadline  
   
March 11 – April 28 Pre-departure sessions and planning Students who miss should complete 

online look to earn points. 
   
May 12 – June 9 Travel abroad component Detailed itinerary will be provided to the 

students 
   
August 8 Final papers are due  
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Appendix A – Participation and Engagement 

Attendance and Tardiness 
Attendance for all academic sessions and activities is mandatory. For more detail on the official MSU policy related to missing class, 
please see the information on-line at:  https://www.msu.edu/unit/ombud/.   
 
Once abroad, the instructors expect all students to arrive on time and prepared for the day’s activities, including having appropriate 
attire, supplies, and academic materials. Students are responsible for obtaining any information or materials missed due to tardiness 
or an absence and should contact the instructor as soon as possible if they miss a visit. Excessive tardiness or missing official 
activities while abroad will result in lowered participation points (-5) on the engagement check. Students whose behavior causes 
the group to be late or miss a planned visit will receive an automatic zero (0) on the associated engagement check and can also 
receive disciplinary action. 
 
Please note that getting lost, alarm failure, or not owning a watch are not considered appropriate excuses for being late or missing a 
session. Calling home for non-emergencies, buying supplies (i.e., batteries), eating, getting money, and other personal 
responsibilities also are not appropriate reasons for missing class or being late. Students must use their time wisely while abroad. 
Also, illness that results from an individual’s poor decision-making (e.g., being hung-over) may or may not be excused depending on 
the circumstances. 
 
While in country, the instructors recommend working with your friends and roommates to make sure everyone is on time and in the 
right location.  
 
Illness, Emergencies, and Special Cases 
The instructor will work with students on a case-by-case basis for excessive absences due to official MSU activities, religious reasons, 
illness, or other serious emergencies. In certain cases, the instructor will require documentation of the event, illness, etc.  
 
Students missing orientation/overseas activity for a planned event (e.g., conference, religious holiday or observance, class trip, etc.) 
must submit a written request as soon as possible before missing the session. Students missing a session or activity for unexpected 
reasons should contact the instructor as soon as possible. 
 

Holidays, Observances, and Special Needs 
Per the Ombudsperson’s web site (https://www.msu.edu/~ombud/classroom-policies/index.html), the Policy on Religious 
Observance asks that faculty and staff "be sensitive to the observance of [religious] holidays so that students who absent themselves 
from classes on these days are not seriously disadvantaged. . . .It is the responsibility of those students who wish to be absent to 
make arrangements in advance with their instructors.”  
 
Hence, if students have needs related to religious holidays, observances, or customs, they should let the instructors know as soon as 
possible.  
 
For physical or cognitive disabilities and/or special needs while abroad, students should also follow the MSU Policy. Per the RCPD 
(https://www.rcpd.msu.edu/), students and employees requesting accommodations must provide appropriate documentation of 
their disability. Students will meet with a Disability Specialist for an individual needs assessment to determine reasonable 
accommodations. After meeting with their supervisor, employees may contact the Disability Resource Coordinator for assistance 
with the accommodation request process. 
 
Michigan State University is committed to providing equal opportunity for participation in all programs, services, and activities. 
Accommodations for persons with disabilities may be requested by contacting the program instructor as soon as possible after 
acceptance into the program. Requests received after this date will be honored whenever possible. 
 
If you have special dietary needs for religious, health, or medical reasons, you need to let the instructors know prior to departure. 
You also should make arrangements with the airlines to ensure that they will have food to meet your needs on the flight. The 
instructors will make every effort to accommodate special dietary needs by communicating such needs to the persons handling our 
food in-country. If you find the food unacceptable due to a special dietary need while in-country, you should contact the instructors 
immediately. 
 
 

https://www.msu.edu/unit/ombud/
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Active Engagement 
During all sessions and visits, the instructor expects students to be fully engaged and prepared to discuss reading assignments. 
Students are strongly encouraged to ask questions of the instructor, guest speakers, and their peers and engage in other active 
learning activities. 
 
Active participation includes, but is not limited to, the following behaviors: 

1. Asking and answering questions of the instructors, peers, or guest speakers; 
2. Bringing forth new ideas, information, or perspectives to academic conversations; 
3. Discussing your readings and reflections with instructors and peers; 
4. Meeting with the instructors to discuss your interests, assignments, or project; 
5. Questioning information presented and discussed; 
6. Participating in small group discussions and activities; 
7. Assisting in the daily running and maintenance of the program (i.e., helping out while overseas); 
8. Exhibiting leadership and volunteerism consistent with the goals and maintenance of the program; 
9. Refraining from drinking alcohol during all formal program activities - unless otherwise noted; and 
10. Assuming responsibility for personal behavior and learning. 

 
While studying abroad, students should be mindful that things will change and that they are guests in another culture; therefore, it 
is important for all participants to exercise: 

• Respect for themselves, each other, and our hosts; 
• Openness and a positive attitude toward new ideas and experiences; 
• Flexibility and tolerance of ambiguity;  
• Good communications amongst themselves, our hosts and with the faculty; and 
• Compliance for the safety rules outlined in the faculty / student agreement form 

 
Hotel Check-in and Check-Out 
Checking in and out of the hotel can be a hectic time for the group, especially given our size and luggage situation. As such, we ask 
that all students follow the procedures below when checking in. If you are day leader on a check-in or –out day, please be available 
to help the instructors with these details. 
 

1. When checking in, please remain on the bus until asked to get off. When requested, please help grab luggage and move to 
a location that is as out-of-the way as possible. Try not to block doors, sidewalks, stairs, elevators, etc. 

2. The instructor or accommodation manager might have announcements, so please listen to the rules and any guidelines you 
are given. You will also be told about emergency procedures. 

3. Generally, we will try to hand-out a map of the local area at check-in. 
4. The instructors will call out names for each room one at a time. We will try to stagger the rooms depending on the stairs 

and elevator situation. Please be patient. 
5. Please note that in some locations you may need to share keys. In some cases, leaving a key at the desk makes the most 

sense. Work it out. 
6. Sometimes, you will need to put a room key in a slot to make the lights work in your room. 
7. Do not change rooms without consulting the instructors. We only stay a few nights at each location, and if you move rooms 

and we do not know, you are creating a security and safety issue. 
8. You should each have your own bed, if you do not, please let the instructors know ASAP. 
9. Men and women are not permitted to share rooms per MSU policy.  
10. Instructors or day leaders will come around and check on rooms. You should all have linen and towels in each room. 

 
When checking-out, we ask that you follow the following procedures:  

1. The instructors will inform you about exact procedures, but generally you will to bring your bed linens and towels down 
during check-out. 

2. Do a room check (under beds, in drawers, in the bathroom, etc.). 
3. If you used the phone, laundry, or other accommodation service, you should check the desk for any bills that you might 

have. Please do this the night before if possible. 
4. Turn your key into your instructor or day leader. Instructors use this process to make sure the rooms are clear and ensure 

that all keys are present (some places will charge for lost keys). 
5. Wait in an out-of-the-way location and load your luggage and get on the bus when instructed. 
6. Day leaders will do a final sweep of the rooms and facilities for lost items, mess, etc. 
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Classroom Dialogue Policies 
 
Working at its best, this course will result in some difficult conversations.  Sustainability has many contexts and requires diverse 
ideas and frameworks.  It is important to understand and communicate differences as just that “different – not wrong.”   
When these issues come up, our hope is that regardless of your own personal experiences that you will listen, ask honest questions, 
contribute to the group conversation, and keep us all on track. We all have something to learn, and I want the classroom to be a 
place of learning, not blaming or stereo-typing. 
 
During the course, we will all show leadership by creating this norm, but to get us started, a few ideas we want to put forward are as 
follows: 
 

1. Show respect to one another by listening when others are talking. This means not only actively listening to others instead of 
being distracted, but also listening to what is being said instead of thinking about the next point you want to make. 

2. If you hear something that you find alarming or confusing, ask questions first. 
3. Know your triggers; we all have issues that make us especially ornery or uncomfortable. Know yourself well enough to 

know that sometimes you might need a time-out. 
4. Don’t repeat: build and advance our learning. Instead of just restating what the reading said or what your peers said, add 

value to the conversation by building off your peers or bringing forth new ideas. 
5. Don’t bullshit. Don’t say something just to say something, and don’t pretend you prepared for class when you didn’t. 
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Appendix B – Program Policies 
 
MSU Commitment to Inclusion 
Michigan State University is committed to fostering a culture of caring and respect that is free of relationship violence and sexual 
misconduct, and to ensuring that all affected individuals have access to services.  For information on reporting options, confidential 
advocacy and support resources, university policies and procedures, or how to make a difference on campus, visit the Title IX 
website at www.titleix.msu.edu. 

 
Limits to Confidentiality 
Essays, journals, and other materials submitted for this class are generally considered confidential pursuant to the University’s 
student record policies. However, students should be aware that University employees, including instructors, may not be able 
to maintain confidentiality when it conflicts with their responsibility to report certain issues based on external legal obligations 
or that relate to the health and safety of MSU community members and others. As the instructor, I must report the following 
information to other University offices if you share it with me: 
 

• Suspected child abuse/neglect, even if this maltreatment happened when you were a child, 
• Allegations of sexual assault or sexual harassment when they involve MSU students, faculty, or staff, and 
• Credible threats of harm to oneself or to others. 

 
These reports may trigger contact from a campus official who will want to talk with you about the incident that you have 
shared.  In almost all cases, it will be your decision whether you wish to speak with that individual. If you would like to talk 
about these events in a more confidential setting you are encouraged to make an appointment with the MSU Counseling 
Center.  
 
MSU Mandatory Reporting Policies 
Students should remember that MSU has a zero-tolerance policy for harassment and discrimination of any kind. This behavior could 
include consistent or egregious discriminatory comments, creating a hostile learning environment, or any physical altercation. All 
MSU employees are mandatory reporters, and therefore must report incidents of: 

• sexual harassment 
• sexual violence 
• stalking 
• relationship violence 

Students who are suspected of violating relevant MSU policies will have the situation referred to campus staff—and if appropriate 
the police—who will investigate according to MSU guidelines. Federal law requires that acts of harassment and discrimination be 
investigated.  
 
Students who feel that they have been discriminated against or harassed should speak with the instructor immediately, and as 
needed, they can report the situation themselves online (see below). Also, students should be advised that as agents of the 
University, the instructors must report any and all cases of sexual harassment, child pornography, and/or child abuse reported to 
them.  
 
Relevant policies can be found online at: 
 

• MSU Policies: http://www.hr.msu.edu/documents/uwidepolproc/  
• Policies and Reporting: http://www.inclusion.msu.edu/  
• MSU Police: 517-355-2221 
• Office of Institutional Equity: 517-353-3922 
• Online reporting: https://oie-msu-gme-advocate.symplicity.com/public_report/index.php/pid454931? 

 
Behavior Standards 
 
When you apply for a study abroad program, you agree to a set of policies related to study discipline. Please review the OSA Student 
Handbook for more information. 

http://www.titleix.msu.edu/
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__r20.rs6.net_tn.jsp-3Ff-3D001MPXuV26OY2tynWldTtQeRISUI4pzNmBVlxOsoTWcPBGD8jrzruhtDu5i88fwoErtX9GtdWA2MnA-5FZ5igALHrVMFHwQ8oPYGam68Nbj-2DlPhQ6xiwvvZ12SzZay3hN9P2D9isQj6h35raogourR47mHDPZvxjpM3CqpcWG5Mt48ONJEwRlKvHSuos76Np6-5Fqtfx8xa8O6GYaxCSafu0PTPNL0X-2DG7medx8-26c-3DXvBUNiFzkZOR32DdnLZ4BkjpWgcc4IZvmfpGh7zg8FoCy5Z3bm3iMQ-3D-3D-26ch-3DAh-2D-5FpNk7jQya00D1nBAFnZ0XBhtvPD3OHBvA6aVuV96fHaPQ01yV4w-3D-3D&d=DwMFaQ&c=nE__W8dFE-shTxStwXtp0A&r=Qd1ljnBW4QrxKwYoVCjcow&m=B6fwbqNvcax53imkXzTAb3h21sSHCvJ3HntgEFDLkPY&s=YBj3ZsuJIDqaIABAUS0z3CP7iQNK9wEmEqReFO029w0&e=
http://www.hr.msu.edu/documents/uwidepolproc/
http://www.inclusion.msu.edu/
https://oie-msu-gme-advocate.symplicity.com/public_report/index.php/pid454931
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You should also know that during the program, the rules outline in Spartan Life still apply. In most instances, the major behaviors 
that warrant discussion are as follows: 
 

• Noise – we are a group staying in close proximity to other individuals.  Please be aware of your volume in the hotel and 
keep noise to a minimum after 10 p.m. (unless the hotel states otherwise). 

• Respect – when traveling as a group, sometimes we have to think smarter about our individual needs. Please respect the 
group and our hosts by paying attention, being on time, and not inhibiting the group’s progress. 

• Alcohol – the number one safety, health, and behavioral issue abroad is alcohol consumption. While abroad, no one should 
be drinking during the daytime or field visits unless told otherwise. Excessive intoxication that leads to decreased academic 
performance, safety concerns, or threatens the group’s integrity will be groups for dismissal. 

• Safety – please stay in small groups or with a buddy. Do not wander off alone or leave anyone alone, especially if they are 
intoxicated. 

 
This program is only 26 days, so it will have a zero tolerance policy on egregious behaviors that threaten the groups’ safety or the 
program’s academic integrity. At the extreme, this could mean being sent home and failing the course. 
 

Distracting Behavior 
Technology is a valuable tool when used appropriately. While in sessions on campus and abroad, students should put their cell 
phones to silent and put them away. Also, students should refrain from sending and/or reading text or email messages during formal 
class sessions on either their laptop or phone. Finally, students should remove ear buds while in class or field visits. 
 
In regards to taking photographs, we strongly encourage students to take them while abroad, but we cannot have students being 
distracted by photography when they should be listening to the speaker or engaging in an activity. To the extent possible, the 
instructors will give students time to take photos, call home, check email, etc. When in a formal session, students should put 
academics first and the rest of these issues second. 
 
Food and drink is allowed while in class, as long as eating does not create a distraction for the class. While abroad, food and drink 
should not be consumed when with a guest speaker. Alcohol should never be consumed before or during class, and when abroad, 
students should not drink in between field visits. Smoking and the use of tobacco should also be avoided during field visits or while 
with guest speakers, unless on a formal break in a designated smoking area. 
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Appendix C – Academic Policies 
 
Spartan Code of Honor Academic Pledge 
Plagiarism is a serious issue in college, and instances of academic dishonesty have been on the rise. This situation caused ASMSU to 
develop the following Pledge, which MSU administration has supported: 
 

As a Spartan, I will strive to uphold values of the highest ethical standard. I will practice honesty in my work, foster honesty 
in my peers, and take pride in knowing that honor in ownership is worth more than grades. I will carry these values beyond 
my time as a student at Michigan State University, continuing the endeavor to build personal integrity in all that I do. 

 
Academic Integrity 
Academic dishonesty involves behaviors such as cheating, helping another to cheat, falsifying official documents, using another’s ID 
or identity, etc.; plagiarism is the most common form of academic dishonesty. Plagiarism happens any time you take an image, idea, 
or phrase from another source without citing it. Citations are needed for more than direct quotations; ideas taken from other 
sources should be cited. If you have questions about when to use citations, you should talk with your instructor.  
 
This program follows the MSU Academic Integrity statement, Article 2.3.3 of the Academic Freedom Report, as detailed on the MSU 
Ombudsman page, which states that (https://www.msu.edu/unit/ombud/academic-integrity/index.html): “The student shares with 
the faculty the responsibility for maintaining the integrity of scholarship, grades, and professional standards.”  
 
In addition, the program adheres to the policies on academic honesty specified in General Student Regulation 1.0, Protection of 
Scholarship and Grades; the all-University Policy on Integrity of Scholarship and Grades; and Ordinance 17.00, Examinations. (See 
Spartan Life: Student Handbook and Resource Guide using the MSU Web site at http://splife.studentlife.msu.edu/). 
 
Unless authorized by your instructor, you are expected to complete all course assignments, including homework, lab work, quizzes, 
tests and exams, without assistance from external experts or peers. You are expected to develop original work for this course; 
therefore, you may not submit course work you completed for another course to satisfy the requirements for this course. Also, you 
are not authorized to use the www.allmsu.com or similar Web site to complete any work in this course.  
 
Students who violate MSU rules may receive a penalty grade, including but not limited to a failing grade on the assignment or in the 
course. Also note that plagiarism can be reported in your academic and student files, and can result in disciplinary action if it is 
habitual. 

 

 

Commercialization of Academic Materials 
MSU policy protects copyrighted materials and individual’s intellectual property.  In addition to taking others’ property as your own, 
you are also not allowed to sell the intellectual property provided to you by your instructor.  

This behavior includes two different types of issues: (1) instructors can use certain copyrighted items for educational purposes for 
free; when you sell your notes or presentations, you may inadvertently be selling copyrighted materials. (2) Sometimes, your 
instructor may share with you unique academic material, writing, imagery, or data that he or she has not yet published or made 
public, so selling these materials without permission violates your instructor’s academic property. 
 

Grading Standards 
Sometimes students assume that study abroad programs provide an automatic 4.0. Students on this program must put forward high 
quality work to earn their grades for the program. 
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4.0 –  Exceptional work; work greatly exceeds expectations and is free of all but minor errors; work integrates course 

materials and shows thinking beyond the obvious; work exhibits new knowledge and understanding that connects 
various ideas and perspectives 

3.0 –  Above average work; work generally exceeds expectations and is relatively free of errors; work integrates course 
materials  

2.0 –  Average work; work meets basic standards and expectations; work shows understanding of lesson materials and 
information 

1.0 –  Below average or poor work; work fails to meet class and instructor expectations; work contains many errors and is 
unacceptable for college-level effort; work does not clearly exhibit understanding of course concepts 

0.0 –  Failing; work incomplete or missing 

 
Disputing Grades 
At MSU, grades are the responsibility of the instructor and reflect your instructor’s evaluation of your work. If you have questions 
about how you have been assessed on your work or effort, you should contact the instructor as soon as possible after receiving the 
grade. Discussing options on a graded assignment should not be left until the end of the program, final project period, or after 
grades have been posted. 
 
If you feel, after discussing the situation with your instructor, that you are being treated in a manner that is unfair or inconsistent 
with this syllabus, then you should contact the department sponsoring the course under dispute or the Ombudsman. 

 
Formatting Assignments and Citations 
Students will hand-write their assignments while in-country. We ask that students take time to ensure that their writing is legible 
and ask that students print if their handwriting is difficult to read. We also ask that students avoid writing on the bus, as it makes the 
handwriting worse than normal.  

To cite readings from the course, please use APA format. Appropriate citations are as follows: 

1. When you use an idea or fact that is not general knowledge, you must cite its source in your paper. The manner in 
which you go about citing the source can look like any of the following: 

a. According to Hughes (2007), understanding how people work is essential to problem-solving. 
b. Understanding how people think and react to problems is an important skill for problem-solvers (Hughes, 

2007). 
c. Hughes (2007) and Bartlett (1991) suggest that framing the problem is the most important step to problem-

solving. 
d. Properly framing the problem is an essential first step for problem-solvers (Bartlett, 1991; Hughes, 2007). 
e. Do not use the title of the work in the citation. 

2. Sometimes you will take an actual quote from an author. When you actually take a quote, the citation format is 
different, and you have several options: 

a. According to Hughes, “framing the problem…….” (2007, p. 91). 
b. According to Hughes (2007), “framing the problem…….” (p. 91). 
c. One of the first steps when working on environmental issues is to “properly frame the problem because….” 

(Hughes, 2007, p. 104). 
d. Please note that when doing a quote, you need the page number for the quote. PG is for movies, not citations. 

Use “pp.” if you need to refer to multiple pages or just “p.” for one page. 
3. For papers you type and turn in after the program, please include a reference list using APA format. You can see 

examples of a reference list on the copies of the readings and by going online to 
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/. 

Submitting Assignments Abroad 
Your instructor should give you a time to turn in your assignments, normally they are due during a class session or overnight. Please 
hand them to the instructor personally during a class session or slide them under their door; unless necessary (i.e., you have a 
question) do not knock on the instructor’s door to submit the assignment, just slide it under the door.  
 
General rules to follow: do not leave them outside the instructor’s door or with a hotel employee, and do not turn them in while in 
transit or when the group is about to leave for the day. Turning in papers at meal times or randomly during the day makes it harder 
for the faculty to keep track and care for your work. 
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Late Work at MSU 
The instructor will set up the Dropbox to accept late assignments for up to five days past the due date with a 5% a day from the total 
possible points. The instructor will not allow assignments after the five days, except under extreme circumstances related to an 
emergency. 
 
Students who have questions about an assignment should talk with the instructor before the assignment is due. Not understanding 
the guidelines or due dates is not an excuse for late or poor quality work.  
 
Students who will miss due dates because of official MSU trips or events should make arrangements with their instructor to turn in 
any assignments they will miss.  
 
Late Work Abroad 
Due to the short turn-around on assignments in-country, days will be converted into three hour blocks and follow the same system 
as on campus. In other words, turning in something in under three hours late will receive a 5% reduction, three up to six hours is a 
10% reduction, more than six up to nine hours is a 15% reduction, etc.  
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Appendix D – Assignment Guidelines 

This section details the assignments required of all students on the program. Students who desire honor’s credit or extra credits will 
need to design an independent project beyond the work detailed below. Additional details about this work may be posted on D2L. 

Pre-Departure Work 
Orientation Sessions (50 points total) - Students will attend the scheduled academic sessions and participate in activities and 
discussions related to the program’s themes. If students cannot attend a session for some reason, then they must complete the 
online work and take an on-line quiz to fulfill the contact-hour and content requirements. Points will be awarded for the following 
types of activities. 

• Participating in all orientations either in person or through make up activities 
• Providing the faculty with information about dietary and health needs 
• Providing the faculty with emergency contact information 
• Completing required forms - (e.g., pre-departure survey, footprint calculators, photo release, faculty/student contract, etc.) 
• Turning in a copy of your passport 
• Completing the Office of Study Abroad Orientation on D2L 

 
Topic Blog/Bio (50 points) - http://au2019educationabroad.home.blog/ Students will select an independent in-country research 
topic and post a narrative on the program blog for instructor review and approval.  
 
Pre-departure engagement (50 points) - As a means of getting ready to depart on the program, students will complete an 
engagement form detailing their learning experiences for all orientations including site visit to the MSU Power Plant and Recycling 
Center.  Response questions will be provided.  
 
All pre-departure work must be submitted before leaving for Australia. Any pre-departure work not completed before May 12, 2019, 
will automatically receive a “0” for a score - no exceptions. 

In-Country Work 
Analytical Essay Responses (3 @ 150 points – 1 take home) - Students will complete three essay exams, with each one relating to a 
reading and course theme. The purposes of the responses are to consider, compare and contrast, and question events and activities 
from the time spent abroad.  Faculty will provide 5 questions in country.  Students will respond to 3 of the 5 questions. Students can 
respond to the questions from whatever perspective they wish, but the response must do the following: 

• Relate the topic or theme to the concept of sustainability in a holistic way based on our course readings and model; 
• Apply knowledge and reflection gained from the readings, discussions, and field experiences; and 
• Address a unique problem or idea that extends the writing beyond a summary or restatement of factual information and 

moves toward analysis, synthesis, or evaluation of information 
We will administer 2 essay exams during designated times in country and a third will be a take home.  
 
Participation - engagement (3 @ 50 points – 1 take home) - To earn full credit for daily engagement, students should actively 
participate in discussions before and during the trip. To participate effectively, students must contribute quality thoughts and ideas 
that connect ideas, not just talk (see participation and engagement section of the syllabus for more information). 
 
To evaluate engagement and provide students with feedback, students will complete forms about every 8-9 days. All students are 
responsible for assisting the group with monitoring the blog and responding to questions and comments from the public. These 
postings should be substantive answers or ideas, not just one word responses or personal sentiments.  Instructors will add 1-3 
questions to each engagement form based upon site visits.  
 
Participation - Day Leadership/Thank you emails/Blog post (2 @ 50 points) - While in-country, student pairs will take responsibility 
for “leading” the group for two days. These responsibilities will include (see worksheet for full list): 

• Assisting with check-in/check-out at accommodations; 
• Organizing breakfast, lunch and dinner prep and clean-up; 
• Assisting with shopping and meals; 
• Briefing the group about the day’s schedule, restroom stops, etc.; 
• Greeting, orienting, and introducing all guest speakers to the group; 
• Thanking guest speakers with gifts (provided) and note the web link on the pens; 
• Collecting guest speakers’ names, titles, full mailing address and email address; 
• Writing and emailing thank you notes with carbon copy to instructors; and 
• Taking digital pictures and posting 1-2 related to a learning activity to the blog.  
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The day leader team will write and send a unique, personal email note to each host or speaker for the day (i.e., the main contact or 
senior person for each site: NOT all individuals at each site).  Carbon copy your instructors (reesel@msu.edu, lucasjam@msu.edu, 
and kirkdana@msu.edu) on the email.  Thank you emails should be sent within 48 hours of the actual day and please do not ask the 
instructors for the address or email of the recipient. That is your responsibility. Late notes or notes with incomplete information will 
receive severe point deductions. 
 
Good leaders will have done their “homework” for the day and have a general sense of the day’s schedule and content. They also 
will be prepared with the appropriate numbers of gifts for each day working with the instructor well in advance. If leaders are late, 
forgetful of their duties, or perform unprofessionally, then they will receive a point deduction. Program faculty and students 
assistants will meet with the day leaders the evening prior to their leadership day to brief them on any changes or special 
considerations. Day leaders should again reaffirm the day’s itinerary before or at breakfast. 
 
The day leader team should to take copious notes and program theme-related pictures throughout the day to post to the program 
blog.  A two paragraph summary or overview related to the day’s lessons or visits should be posted on the main blog as soon as 
possible after the date.  If a student has a day light on “academic content,” then she or he can use general country information or 
discuss personal observations related to their final project or sustainability.  It is probably easiest to compose the blog entry on your 
word processor and use copy and paste to add to the blog.  The blog entry should include 1-2 photos of the day’s activities.  

Re-Entry Work 
Final Project (125 points - due August 8) - All students will complete an original research project that involves investigation of a 
unique topic related to Australian sustainability. Each student will decide the focus for his or her effort, but each project must: (1) 
relate to the concept of sustainability; (2) involve the collection of primary data while in Australia (i.e., you need to read, observe, 
ask questions, or interview people while abroad); and (3) focus on Australia in a comparative or primary context (i.e., discuss 
Australia or compare Australia to the U.S.). 
 
When completing their assignments, students should look toward completing a final paper of about 10 pages or the equivalent of 
this effort. This paper (or project) should include: 

1. Introduction (1.5 pages)—Introduce topic, explain its importance, define key terms and the problem being investigated. 
2. Secondary research (2 pages)—Provide background reading and ideas related to the topic based on scholarly or valid 

sources (i.e., not based on Wikipedia or the Internet). 
3. Methods (.5 pages)—Explain how you did your research/observations in Australia  
4. Findings (2 pages)—Describe what you found in Australia doing primary research 
5. Implications (3 pages)—State what you have learned, answer your research question, make comparisons, and make 

recommendations for action. 
 
Students who complete a project that is digital, such as a video, should still have a written summary and explanation of their project. 
 
When choosing a topic and designing a focus, students should consider the depth and breadth of the topic. Good projects are 
specific enough to be manageable but broad enough that students will be able to find primary and secondary material about them. 
 
In relationship to the problem statement, students can think of the problem like a thesis statement for a typical analytical paper. The 
major difference here is that the students will do some primary research of their own and devise their own “solutions” to the 
problem investigated. The problem statement identifies the need for the study and helps outline the research process. Well written 
questions suggest a tension between two opposing “facts” or ideas. For example: 

a. Statement 1: Water is a scarce resource and increasingly limited in availability in Australia.  
b. Statement 2: Australian farmers rely on water for crop production. 
c. Problem Statement: Given limited water availability and drought, what can be done in Australia to address food 

production from an economic and social standpoint? 
 
Notice that the phrasing of the actual problem statement bounds the study. In this study, you are not going to look at drought and 
water availability in the context of ecosystems; you are going to look at this issue as related specifically to food production. Similarly, 
you are not going to look at food production as related to the environment, sustainability, nutrition, or land use, you will specifically 
look at the economic issues of food production. 
 
To assist you with writing the paper, you should consider creating an outline that will guide your writing and do some background 
reading before departure. To provide you with time while in country, we have set-aside some working days for you while abroad. To 
the extent that you plan ahead, we can work with you to identify locations or people that you could personally visit to augment your 
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research on those days. You can also feel free to interview our hosts, guides, and guest lecturers, but you should plan ahead thinking 
of questions you should ask. 
 
Papers should include a cover page and follow the guidelines detailed in the syllabus. All assignments should include a bibliography.  
 
As part of your final project, you will need to update your project topic blog page which will be work 25 points of the total 125 
points. - due August 8, 2019) – Students will edit, revise and polish their topic blog to include the key findings and summary of their 
research project.   As a reminder the content should address the course sustainability theme in some form and should have 1-2 
photos or graphics obtained during the program. Add 5-10 links to related content particularly to Australian sites and provide a 5-10 
select references in APA format.  
 
Final assignments are due on August 8, 2019 in the appropriate D2L assignment dropbox. 
 
Post-Program Survey (25 points – due August 8, 2019) – Students will take a post-program survey reflective of the pre-program 
survey to measure change is sustainability definition, perceptions and views.   Instructors will email the link.  
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